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ABSTRACT 
This report is a sequel to the report "Linking systems" [6]. Some 
further results on linking systems are presented. The connections between 
linking systems and Hocquenghem's tabloid are elucidated. Furthermore a 
proof is given of theorem 7.5 of [6]: each base of a gammoid is a gannnoid-
base. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: Matroids (garnmoids), graphs (bipartite graphs, digraphs), 
linking systems. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
This report is a sequel to [6], where the notion of a linking system 
was introduced. Hence we use the same notations and definitions and suppose 
the theorems proven there to be known. In this report we give some further 
results on linking systems. 
In section 1 we give a slightly modified definition of a linking sys-
tem and prove that this definition is equivalent to the original one in 
[6]. In [4] HOCQUENGHEM defines the notion of a "tabloid", which is closely 
related to the concept of linking systems; in fact each linking system is 
a tabloid. HOCQUENGHEM (private communication) gave a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for a tabloid to be a linking system. For more details see 
also section 1. 
In chapter 2 we modify a theorem of GREENE [3] to a theorem on linking 
systems. 
In chapter 3 we extend a theorem of BRUALDI [I] (on maximal "double-
independent" matchings in a bipartite graph with on both sides a matroid) 
to a theorem on linking systems. 
Finally, in section 4 we prove a theorem stated in [6] without full 
proof, namely theorem 7.5: each base of a gannnoid is a garrnnoid-base. For 
this we make use of results of INGLETON & PIFF [5]. 
1. LINKING SYSTEMS AND TABLOIDS 
In this section we give an alternative definition of a linking system 
and show the relation with HOCQUENGHEM's notion of a tabloid. 
In [6] we defined a linking system as follows. 
DEFINITION. A linking system is a triple (X,Y,A), such that: 
(i) X and Y are finite sets and 0 j Ac P(X) x P(Y); 
(ii) if X' A Y', then IX' I = IY' I; 
A /1. A (iii) if X' +-+ Y' and X" c X' and Y" c Y', then X" - Y' and X' - Y"; 
(iv) if X" A Y" (maximal in (X', Y')) and X"' A Y"' (maximal in (X', Y' )) , 
then X" A y"' . 
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In this definition axiom (iv) can be replaced by an axiom (iv'): 
THEOREM I.I. In the definition above axiom (iv) is equivalent to the axiom 
(iv') if X' A Y' and X" A Y", then X"' ....!:.+ Y"' for some X"' ,Y"' with: 
X' c X"' c X' u X" and Y" c Y"' c Y' u Y". 
PROOF. Let (X,Y,A) satisfy (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and let 
X' A Y' and X" A Y". 
Extend these two linked pairs to linked pairs, maximal in (X'uX",Y'uY"), 
· let X' c X' Y' c Y' d i.e. 1, 1 an 
A X" c X" Y" c Y" and X" +-+ Y" 
I' I I /1. I 
Then by axiom (iv): Xi -+-i- Y1. 
X' A Y' (maximal in (X' uX", Y' uY")), and 
I I 
(maximal in (X'uX",Y'uY")). 
Furthermore: X' c x1 c X' u X" and Y' c Y11 c Y' u Y". 
Conversely, let (X,Y,/1.) satisfy (i), (ii), (iii), (iv'). 
Let X" A Y" (maximal in (X', Y')) and X"' A Y 111 (maximal in (X' , Y')) • 
Then, by axiom (iv'), there are x0 and Y0 such that: 
A 
XO - yo and X" C XO C X" u X"' and Y"' C yo C Y" u Y"'. 
We now prove that x0 = X". 
Again by axiom (iv'), since: 
x0 A Y0 and X" A Y" and X" c X 
' 0' 
we have: 
But also: 
X" C X C X" u X"' C X' 0 ' 
and: 
Y" C yo C yo u Y" C Y" u Y"' C Y'. 
Hence, since: 
X" A Y" (maximal in (X', Y')), 
it follows that X" = X0 • 
By the same method we can prove that Y"' = Y0 • 
This shows that X" A Y'". D 
Next we show a relation between linking systems and tabloids. 
HOCQUENGHEM [4] defines a tabloid as follows: 
DEFINITION. A tabloid is a triplet (X,Y,\) such that: 
(i) X and Y are finite sets and\: P(X) x P(Y)-+ Z; 
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(ii) for each X' c X the function AX,: P(Y)-+ Z, with \X 1 (Y') = \(X',Y'), 
is a rank-function of a matroid on Y; 
(iii) for each Y' c Y the function Ay,: P(X)-+ Z, with Ay 1 (X') = \(X',Y'), 
is a rank-function of a matroid on X. 
The notions of linking system and tabloid are interrelated but not the 
same, as shows the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If (X,Y,\) is a linking system with linking function\, 
then (X,Y,\) is a tabloid. There is a tabloid (X,Y,\) which is not a 
linking system. 
PROOF. By the definition of a linking function A in [6], A satisfies the 
axioms in the definition of a tabloid. 
For an example that the converse does not hold, let X = Y = {a,b}, and 
define A: P(X) x P(Y) __. Z by: 
\(X' ,Y') =min.{!, \x' n Y' I}. 
Then (X,Y,\) is a tabloid but not a linking system. D 
HOCQUENGHEM (private communication) showed furthermore: 
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THEOREM 1.3. (HOCQUENGHEM) Let (X,Y,A) be a tabloid. Then the following 
aonditions are equivalent: 
(1) for eaah X' c X, Y' c Y, x E X\X', y E Y\Y' it is true that: 
A(X,Y u {y}) + A(X u {x},Y) ~ A(X,Y) + A(X u {x},Y u {y}); 
(2) (X,Y,A) is a linking system. 
PROOF. (2) ~ (1): Straightforward from the definition of a linking system; 
(I)==- (2): We have only to prove: if X', X" c X and Y', Y" c Y then: 
A(X'uX",Y'nY") + A(X'nX",Y'uY")~ A(X',Y') + A(X",Y"). 
Let Ac X, B c Y, {a1, ... ,a} c X\A, {b , ••• ,b} c Y\B. Then: m 1 n 
r.(A,Bu{b 1 }) ->.(A,B) 
Hence: 
So: 
A(Au{a 1},Bu{b1, ... ,b })-)..(A,Bu{b , •.. ,b }). n I n 
By the same method: 
A(Au{a 1, ... ,a },Bu{b 1, •.. ,b })-A(A,Bu{b , ... ,b }) m n I n 
or: 
A(Au{a1, ..• ,am},B)+A(A,Bu{b 1, •.. ,bn}) ~ A(A,B)+A(Au{a 1, ••• ,am},Bu{b 1, .•• ,bn}) 
... (*) 
Now we have: 
>,.(X'nX",Y'uY") + >,.(X'uX",Y'nY") :s; (since (X,Y,>,.) is a tabloid) 
>,.(X'nX",Y') + A(X'nX",Y") - >,.(X'nX",Y'nY") + 
>,.(X',Y'nY") + >,.(X11 ,Y'nY 11 ) - >,.(X'nX",Y'nY") :s; 
>,.(X' ,Y') + A(X",Y"). 0 
2. A THEOREM ON LINKED PAIRS 
(using (*)) 
In this section we use the theorem of EDMONDS [2] on the union of 
matroids to get a theorem on linking systems. The theorem was inspired by 
a result of GREENE (see GREENE [3] or WOODALL [8]). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system and (X' ,Y') EA. Fuxithermore, 
let X" c X! Then: X" A Y" and (X'\X") +A+- (Y'\Y") for some Y" c Y'. 
PROOF. Let M1 = (Y' ,I 1) be the matroid on Y' with: 
I = {Y' C Y' IX" 2- Y'} I O O • 
Let M2 = (Y' ,I 2) be the matroid on Y' with: 
I 2 = { y O C y I I ( X I \XII ) A 
-
If we have that Y' is a base of M1 v M2 , then there exists a Y" c Y' such 
that: 
X" +A+. Y" and (X'\X") (Y'\Y"). 
EDMONDS' theorem says: (p 1vp 2)(Y') = IY' I iff for each Yb c Y': 
for each yo C Y': pl (Yb) + Pz(Yo) 2: [Ybl. 
We will prove that this latter inequality always holds. Let Y0 c Y'. Then 
x0 4 Yb for some x0 c X'. 
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Then it follows: 
(X' nX") _l:...,,. Y' 0 O' i.e. P 1 (YO) ;;:: jx0 n X"j; 
also: 
(Xb\X") ~ YO' i.e. p2(YO) ;;:: lxo \X" 1. 
Hence: 
As this is true for each Y0 c Y',we have shown that 
D 
3. INDEPENDENT LINKED PAIRS 
In this section we generalize a theorem of BRUALDI [I] (see corollary 
3.2.). This generalization is: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X,Y,A) be a linking system and let (X,1) a:nd (Y,J) be 
matroids. Then: max{IY' I !there is an X' E 1 sich that X' A Y' E J} = 
min(p(X') + a(Y') + A(X\X',Y\Y')), 
X' C X 
Y' Cy 
where pis the rank-funation of (X,1) and a the rank-funotion of (Y,J). 
PROOF. As is done by WELSH [7] we use EDMONDS' intersection theorem [2]: 
if (Y,J1) and (Y,J2) are matroids, with rank-functions pl and p2, respec-
tively, then max{!Y' I IY' E J 1 and Y' E J2} = ~¼~y (p 1 (Y') + p2(Y\Y')). 
We have: 
max{ IY' I I 3 X' .2.+ Y' E J} = 
max{IY'I Y' E J and Y' E I*A} = 
min(o(Y') + (p*;\_) (Y\Y')) = 
Y: cY 
min(o(Y') + min(p(X') + >-(X\X' ,Y\Y'))) 
Y' cY X' cX 
min(p(X') + o(Y') + >-(X\X',Y\Y')). 0 
X'cX 
Y'cY 
[following thm. 4. I in [6]] 
= 
BRUALDI's theorem follows from this. A more straightforward proof of that 
theorem can be found in WELSH [7]. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. (BRUALDI [I]). Let (X,Y,E) be a bipa1:1tite graph and let (X,I) 
a:nd (Y,J) be matroids (with ra:nk-function panda, respectively). 
Then: 
max{IY' I IY' E J and Y' is matched in E with an X' EI}= 
min(o(E(X')) + p(X\X')). 
X'cX 
PROOF. The bipartite graph (X,Y,E) generates a linking system (X,Y,oE). 
In this linking system oE is given by oE(X',Y') = max{IX"l J X" c X' is 
matched in E with some Y" c Y'} = min{ IX" I + IY" I J X" c X', Y" c Y', 
(X",Y") is covering for (X' ,Y' ,E')} (see [6], section 2). 
Hence, by theorem 3.1.: 
max{ IY' I J Y' E J and Y' is matched in E with an X' EI}= 
min(p(X') + o(Y') + oE(X\X',Y\Y')) = 
X'cX 
Y'cY 
min{(p(X') + cr(Y') +IX"!+ IY"l)IX' cX, Y' cY, X" cX\X', Y" cY\Y', 
(X", Y") is a (X\X' , Y\ Y 1 ) covering} = 
min{(p(X') + cr(Y') +IX"!+ IY"l)Jx 1 c X, Y' c Y, X" c X\X', 
E(X\(X'uX"))\Y' c Y" c Y\Y'} = 
min{(p(X') + o(Y') + IX"I + IE(X\(X'uX"))\Y'l)lx' c X, Y' c Y, X" c X\X'} = 
min(p(X') + o(Y') + IE(X\X')\Y' I)= 
X'cX 
Y'cY 
min(p(X') + cr(E(X\X')). 0 
X'cX 
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4. GAMMOIDS AND GAMM:OID LINKING SYSTEMS 
In this section we give a proof of some propositions on gamrnoids and 
gammoid linking systems, already stated without proof in [6]. In this proof 
we use the methods of INGLETON & PIFF [5]. First we give the definition 
of a gammoid. 
DEFINITION. Let (Z,r) be a directed graph and let X,Y c Z. Let I be the set 
{Y' c YI there are IY' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths starting in X and 
ending in Y'}. Then the so-obtained matroid (Y,I) is called a gammoid. If 
Y =Zit is called a strict gammoid. 
Clearly, a matroid Mis a gammoid if and only if M 1s a restriction of a 
strict gannnoid. 
Next we mention the theorem of INGLETON & PIFF [5], which shows that 
every transversal matroid is the dual of a strict gannnoid, and vice versa. 
THEOREM 4.1. (INGLETON & PIFF [SJ). Let (X,Y,E) be a bipartite graph such 
that there is a Z inking R..: X-+ Y in E (see [ 6 J, section I) • Embed X in Y 
by means of the function land define the digraph (Y,r) by: 
r = { (y, x) E Y x X I (x, y) E E}. 
Let M be the matroid (Y,I), where: 
I= {Y' c YIY' 1s matched 1n E with some subset of X}. 
Let N be the matroid (Y,J), where: 
J = {Y' c Y I there are IY' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths in 
r, starting in Y\X and ending in Y'}. 
* Then: M = N. 
PROOF. See [5]. • 
We use this nice result to prove the next theorem. In [6] we have 
defined a gannnoid as follows. 
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Let (Z,r) be a directed graph and X and Y disjoint subsets of Z. Let further-
more: 
B = { (X\X') u Y' I X' and Y' are linked 1.n r}. 
Then we called (XuY,B) a gammoid and X a gannnoid-base of the gammoid. (We 
recall that Bis used to refer to the set of bases of the matroid.) From 
the following theorem it follows that this last definition of a garnmoid is 
equivalent to the definition at the beginning of this section. Also it 
follows that each base of a gannnoid is a gannnoid-base (cf. [6], theorem 7.5). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G = (Y,I) be a gammoid (as defined in the second paragrcxph 
of this section) and iet B be a base of G. Then there exists a directed 
graph (Z,r) such that Y c z and such that the set of bases of G is 
B = {Y' c Y I B & Y' are linked in r}. 
PROOF. Let G = (Y,I) be a gammoid and let B be a base of G. Then there 
exists a digraph (Z',r') and an X' c Z' such that Y c Z' and: 
I= {Y' c Y I there are !Y' I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths in 
r' starting in X' and ending in Y'}. 
Let (Z'\X' ,Z' ,E) be the bipartite graph with: 
Let M be the matroid (Z' ,J) where: 
J = {Z" c Z' I there 1s a W c Z'\X' such that W & Z" are linked 
in E}. 
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* * Let M = (Z',J) be the dual matroid of M. 
By theorem 4.1. we know: 
;* = {Z" c Z' j there are IZ"I pairwise vertex-disjoint paths 
in r' starting in X' and ending in Z"}. 
Hence the restriction of M* to Y c Z' is 
* = (Y,J xY) = (Y' 1). 
So: 
G = (Y,I) = M* X y = (M•Y)*. 
Let V be a base of M x (Z'\Y). Then, as is well-known: 
M•Y = (Mx(VuY))•Y. 
Now M x (VuY) is the matroid (VuY,Jx(VuY)), where: 
Also: 
J x (VuY) ={Uc Vu Y j U is matched in E with some subset 
of Z' \X'}. 
Y' € (Jx(VuY))•Y iff Y'uVEJx(VuY), 
i.e. iff Y' u Vis matched in E with some subset of Z'\X'. 
. . ( ) * Since Bis a base of G = M•Y , we have: 
Z'\X' & (Y\B) u V are linked in E. 
Let l: Z'\X'--+ (Y\B) u V be a linking. Now let Z =Yu V and embed Z'\X' 
in Z by means of the linking l. 
Furthermore let r = {(z 1,z2) E Z x Z I (z2 ,z 1) EE}. 
Then, again by theorem 4.1, we know that: 
1 1 
(Jx(VuY))* = {Y' c Z I there are IY' I pairwise vertex-disjoint 
paths in r starting in Band ending in Y'}. 
Now: 
1 = ((Jx(VuY))•Y)* = (Jx(VuY))* x Y = {Y' c Y I there are IY' I 
pairwise vertex-disjoint paths in r starting in Band ending in 
Y'}. 0 
As a corollary we have: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G = (XuY,8) be a gammoid, X n Y = 0 and X a base of G. 
Then there exists a digra:ph (Z,r) such that: 
Xu Y c z and B = {(X\X') u Y' I X' & Y' are Zinked in r}. 
PROOF. Construct the digraph (Z,r) of theorem 4.2, taking Y :=Xu Y and 
B := X. Then Xu Y c Zand B = {W c Xu Y I X & Ware linked in r}. 
Also we have: 
X' & Y' are linked in riff X & (X\X') u Y' are linked in r, i.e. iff 
(X\X') u Y' E 8. 
Hence: 
B = {(X\X') u Y' I X' & Y' are linked in r}. D 
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